Abstract-Secure group communication has various applications. Requirements for an application differ in various parameters such as tolerance times for join and leave, arrival rate, departure rate, staying period and group life time. Existing group key agreement protocols do not harness knowledge of application requirements. In this paper we present scheme for tunable group key agreement. We introduce an application class awareness concept, rekeying algorithms and novel key tree structure. We simulated periodic refresh mode, periodic batch mode and controlled periodic refresh mode. Simulation experiment clearly shows that controlled periodic refresh mode outperforms periodic refresh mode and periodic batch mode.
I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of groups can be used in distributed systems to handle the complexity of large applications. Processes are organized into groups. A process or user may join or leave the group. The set of processes that are currently members of the group represents the group view [1] . The group oriented applications require a secure and reliable group communication platform [2] . Some examples of applications are teleconferencing, interactive simulation, pay per view, video on demand, multi player games and software updates. With the emergence of many group oriented distributed applications, securing group communication has become an important issue. The challenge is to allow only authorized group members to access group communication. This can be achieved by using group key as a symmetric key. Symmetric key or group key is a secret known only to current group members. The group key needs to be changed on membership change events. The individual rekey has efficiency and synchronization problem [3] , so batch rekey was introduced. The batch rekey can be done on threshold based or interval based. Both the approaches may lead to violation of application requirements, i.e. join tolerance time and leave secrecy tolerance time. The issue of when and how to perform rekey without violating the application requirements is important. We propose rekeying algorithms to address this issue. It takes in to consideration application parameters and requests for join and leave and calculate the rekey interval at run time with reasonable performance.
The secure group communication requires a group key management mechanism to perform [4] . Various group key management protocols [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] address this issue. Contributory group key agreement protocols are preferred over other key management protocols [9] . Whenever a new member joins or leaves the group the group key agreement protocol should remain secure. The applications of group key agreement can be grouped into following different classes [10] peer groups of long running servers, conferencing, one-to-many broadcast, distributed logging and mobile state transfer. Users may have different join and leave behavior [11] . Uncertainty of user behavior makes the key agreement algorithm costly. In order to obtain an efficient protocol one would need different model [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] . We propose a tunable contributory group key agreement (TGKA) algorithm which makes use of the novel key structure [7] , [15] , parameters from application class and runtime information. The basic idea is, whenever a group is formed it belongs to a particular application class and has different behavior. The behavior of application class can be modeled using few parameters. These parameters and the environment parameters can be used to tune the key agreement algorithm. The membership dynamics depends on application and user behaviors [11] . To quantify the number of joins and leaves arriving in a rekey interval, we need to specify join and leave rates. The idea about membership dynamics is given in Figure 1 (a). Important aspect of groups is their dynamic behavior as they evolve over time. This aspect should be taken into consideration while designing key agreement algorithms. We consider the life time of a group into three different phases, group formation phase, auxiliary key agreement phase and closure. Figure 1(b) depicts the three phases of a group life time. The algorithm can make use of this information to tune itself. The goal of this work is to achieve tunable group key agreement by using application and user behavior parameters with reasonable performance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Next section discuss related work and compare with our approach. Section 3 covers concepts and background required for tunable group key agreement. Section 4 presents ACA tree structure and basic procedures. It also explains key tree, rekeying and periodic batch rekeying. Section 5 presents rekeying algorithms. Section 6 discuss and explains performance evaluation and simulation results. Section 7 concludes and discuss the direction towards possible future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Group key management is well researched area [7] , [8] . In this subsection we focus only on contributory group key agreement and specially interval based and the one which makes use of more than one tree for key tree structure. Researchers have proposed many group key agreement algorithms [2] , [4] , [8] , [12] . Logical key tree structures are used to improve the scalability of key agreement protocols [2] , [12] . The binary tree is used to maintain the keying information [7] . Work on periodic batch rekeying [3] , [6] , [16] is also important step to address the scalability issue. Most of the work on contributory group key agreement protocols typically extends Diffie Hellman key exchange protocol [17] to multi party or group [5] . Recent work [15] , [16] presents partial full maximum height key tree structure based group key agreement PACK, with two trees one for main tree and another for join tree. The work aims at efficient contributory group key agreement scheme that has lower communication, computation and time overhead. Optimization of batch rekey interval for secure group communication in wireless networks is attempted [18] by using stochastic petri net model. Interval based algorithm called distributed collaborative key agreement protocols, DCKAP was proposed by [19] on his work towards authentication protocols for dynamic peer groups. The idea of using separate main tree, join tree and leave tree was introduced by [12] while proposing a time efficient contributory key agreement framework for secure communications in dynamic groups. Table I compares tunable group key agreement (TGKA) with the related contributory group key agreement protocols. Middleware resides above the network operating system layer and below the application layer. Middleware may be decomposes into four layers [20] host infrastructure, distribution, common services and domain services. The common services layer which resides above the distribution layer provides security functionality. It also provides fault tolerance, load balancing, event propagation, logging, persistence, transactions and real time scheduling [21] , [22] , [23] . Domain services layer deals with specific class of distributed applications. There are various adaption types like customizable, configurable, tunable and mutable. The adaption type we are using is configurable and tunable, as depicted in Figure 2 (a). Tunability is an adaption type which enable the fine tuning of a component in response to the functional and environmental changes that occur after the said component is started. The placement of tunable group key agreement block in next generation middleware system is shown in following Figure 2( 
A. Application class awareness
Application class awareness means that one is able to use application class information. A system is application class aware (ACA) if it can interpret and use ACA information and adapt its functionality to a particular application class. The various application classes [10] are conferencing, distributed logging, collaborative servers, soft state transfer and one to many broadcast.
The basic idea behind the framework is that, if the application class is known in advance the algorithm can get the information about the following parameters so that the algorithm can adapt itself using a particular rekeying mode. 
B. Evaluation metrics and notations
This section explains the evaluation metrics and notations used in this paper. We consider communication cost, computation cost and delay as evaluation metrics. Delay deals with the latency in group key establishing and updating. 
C. Security requirements of key management protocols
Security requirements [2] , [4] includes secrecy of group key, backward secrecy, forward secrecy, key independence and perfect forward secrecy.
Secrecy of group key: It guarantees that it is computationally not possible for a passive adversary to discover any group key Backward secrecy: It guarantees that a passive adversary who knows a contiguous subset group keys cannot discover preceding group keys.
Forward secrecy: This guarantees that a passive adversary who knows a contiguous subset of old group keys cannot discover subsequent group keys.
Key independence: It guarantees that a passive adversary who knows a proper subset of group keys cannot discover any other group key. It is a strong property and includes forward secrecy, backward secrecy and key secrecy.
Perfect forward secrecy: It is a strongest property. It specifies that even when long term key is compromised, the secrecy of the past group key is preserved.
IV. ACA TREE STRUCTURE
This section covers definition of ACA tree structure. The rekeying algorithms introduced in next section makes use of definitions presented in this section. The purpose of new tree structure with three trees is to allow the group key agreement algorithm to make use of application class parameters. The ACA tree structure is derived from the key tree structures, with more than one tree, proposed by researchers [12] , [13] , [15] , [16] . This section first explains what is key tree. It then describes rekeying and periodic batch rekeying, before introducing the key tree structure.
A. Key tree
Key tree is one of the technique used in the past for centralized group key distribution systems. This was adopted for use in fully distributed, contributory key agreement [4] . There are three types of keys in key tree. The root node of the tree corresponds to the group key. Leaf nodes in a key tree represents the private keys of the group members. Inner nodes maintains subgroup keys. The root is located at level 0 and the lowest leaves are at level d. The tree is binary if the two party Diffie-Hellman key exchange method is used. Every node is either a leaf node or a parent of two nodes. The node key can be derived from a contribution of the two children. The group key can be derived in bottom-up fashion.
Members can be grouped into pairs. Each pair performs a two party Diffie-Hellman to form a parent node key or subgroup key. The subgroup will pair with each other and using two party Diffie-Hellman forms an another subgroup. This process leads to formation of the group key. Figure 3 shows a four member key tree and six member key tree. If we denote each members private key as ri, the group key can be computed in four member key tree as
Where α is an exponential base, p is modular base, K <l,v> is the key associated with < l, v > and < l, v > is vth node at level l in a key tree.
B. Rekeying and periodic batch rekeying
Whenever new user joins or existing user leaves group size change occurs and the group key management system distributes the group key. This is called rekeying. The term rekey determines the action of distributing or generating a new key to replace the previous one. Periodic batch rekeying is introduced by various researchers [24] , [25] , [6] , [26] , [27] . Key refresh for every join and leave event has drawbacks. It has synchronization problem and inefficiency. Synchronization will be difficult to maintain if key refresh or rekeying is done at each membership change event. If the join and or leave requests are frequent the requests messages may not be decrypted and the member will need memory space to store them. The high rate of membership change will result into more operations and will result in inefficiency.
C. ACA tree structure
The ACA tree structure consists of three different special key trees. Main key tree for the stable members of the group, join skewed tree for the joining members and a leave tree for the departing members. The key tree structure used is binary because of two party Diffie Hellman use. Key path denotes the path from the said node to the root. Co path denotes all siblings of nodes on its key path. Any node can calculate the group key if it know its own keys and all the blinded keys on its co path [2] , [10] , [12] . The size of the key tree is defined as the number of leaf nodes in the tree. Let k be a nonnegative integer.
Definition 1 (Join Tree)
A key tree T is a ACA Join tree if it is a binary tree of size n and if and only if it satisfies exactly one of the following conditions. 1: If n = 1, then T is a single node tree; 1: T is a balanced binary tree with size 2 k ; 2: The left subtree of T is a balanced binary tree with size 2 Logn , and the right subtree of T is a ACA M key tree with size ( n-2 logn ).
Definition 3 (ML Key Tree)
A key tree T of size n is a ACA ML key Tree if and only if it satisfies exactly one of the following conditions:
1. T is a ACA M key tree; 2. The left subtree of T is a ACA M key tree, and the right subtree of T is a ACA M key tree.
Definition 4 (ACA Key Tree)
A key tree T of size n is a ACA key Tree if and only if it satisfies one of the following conditions:
1. T is a ACA ML key tree; 2. The left subtree of T is a ACA ML key tree, and the right subtree of T is a ACA Join key tree.
D. Basic procedures
This subsection explains three basic procedures, inter group Diffie Hellman (IGDH), combine and partition. Let G = G 1 , ..., G L be a set of subgroups. Each subgroup is represented by a key tree T i . The procedure combine(T) combines all key trees which represents a particular subgroup G i . It performs IGDH among these subgroups. The procedure partition takes binary tree as an input and returns a set of fully balanced binary key trees with minimum set size. Note that each member needs one modular exponentiation operation to calculate a group key. The sponsor will need one more modular exponentiation to calculate its own subgroup key if it is not known already.
1) Inter group Diffie Hellman (IGDH) key agreement:
2) Combining set of balance trees: It takes a set of fully balanced trees and club them together. First same size fully balanced trees are paired together to form a bigger fully balanced tree. It repeats till all the tree left are of different size. It then combines them together. It assumes that all the trees in T are indexed such that lower the index larger the size of the tree. Procedure Combine and Figure 6 explains the combine operation. The procedure goes through multiple rounds. This procedure reduces the delay in comparison with the option of rebuilding the key tree again, because the tree T i with size greater than 1 can be treated as the result of merging the leaf nodes in T i without introducing delay.
Combine(T 1 , · · · , T k ) 1: while (T i , T j ∈ T with size(T i ) = size(T j ) and i < j) and there is no h such that h < i and size(T
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V. REKEYING ALGORITHMS
In this section we discuss different modes of rekeying and respective algorithms. The five algorithms for five modes are periodic refersh, periodic batch join, periodic batch leave, periodic batch and controlled periodinc refresh.
A. Periodic refresh
In this rekeying mode the join and leave requests are processed immediatly. The join tree T Join developes as user joins the group. The leaving users are allowed to leave the group and there positions in the leave tree are marked as a multihomed node. The sponsor assumes the additional member role till the rekey period ends. At the rekey interval the join tree is merged into the main tree and all multihomed nodes are removed from the leave tree. The leave tree is updated by moving all the members scheduled to leave in next rekey period. This is a batch move from T main . Periodic refresh algorithm is explained in Algorithm 1. MinT ri and MaxT ri are minimum and maximum value a rekey period can have. The rekey interval is decided on minimum of two tolerance times. In this mode of rekying we have one rekey interval and because of that if maximum of two criteria is used then it will violate application requirement. Main counter MC is used to count time elapsed from the last rekey. If join request is received during the rekey interval then it calls Join procedure after turning on main counter. Single member join event is handeled by procedure Join. It allows the member to join the group by adding it to the join tree if join tree exist or it creats the join tree with single member. The member gives the blinded key when it requests for the join. The IGDH operation is performed between ACA tree and single member join tree if the join tree is empty before member m joins. Additional IGDH operation is performed between the join tree root and joining member m if join tree exists. The rekeying cost is at most two rounds of IGDH when a join tree exists otherwise it requires only one round of IGDH. Procedure Join and Figure 8 explains the single join operation. The comumnication cost is twice the cost of IGDH that is 4C Mcast . The computation cost is (n + 3)C comp Similarly, when leave request is received it starts main counter if it is not done before and then calls Leave procedure. The following procedure Leave explains the single member leave protocol. We introduce the concept of multihoming.
Algorithm 1 PeriodicRefersh(T JS , T LS , Min T ri , Max
It allows the leave sponsor to simulteneously occupy more than one member position. When an existing member leaves the group, sponsor will assume itself an additional position, changes a secret share rekeys the relevant nodes and sends the blinded key to the group. The rightmost non multihomed node member under the subtree rooted at the sibling of the leave node is the leave sponsor. At the rekey interval all the multihomed nodes will be removed from the leave tree.
Leave(M ) 1: if M is a sponsor then 2: The rightmost non multihomed node member under the subtree rooted at the sibling of the parent of the leave node is the new sponsor 3: Sponsor Ms takes the additional position at all the nodes belonging to M and changes the share 4: rekey key nodes and multicast blinded keys to group. 5: else 6: sponsor Ms takes the additional position at the node M and changes the share 7: rekey key nodes and multicast blinded keys to group.
8: end if
The procedure Leave first check if the leaving node is a sponsor itself. If it is then new sponsor is decided and the sponsor node takes the additional position at all the nodes belonging to earlier sponsor and rekey the key nodes and multicast new blinded keys to group. Otherwise the current sponsor takes additional position for the leaving node and changes the share. Then it rekey key nodes and mulicast new blinded keys to group. Periodic refresh algorithm then checks if the main counter value is greater than or equal to rekey period T ri. If it is then it performs rekey operation and resets main counter. The function Rekey first remove all multi home nodes from leave tree and make a leave tree. The leave tree has members which are scheduled to leave in next rekey period. Make a leave tree by moving all the members scheduled to leave in next rekey period. This is a batch move from main tree. It then partitions main and leave tree and constructs the main tree. Then ACA tree is constructed by calculating a group key for two sub groups represented by main tree and leave tree.
B. Periodic batch join
In periodic batch join mode the leave request processed immediately and join request processed in a batch. The join tree is formed as the new member arrives and the members willing to join the group are added to the join tree. The join tree is merged with ACA tree at the rekeying time. The membership is awarded only at the rekeying interval. We introduce a background join, BJoin procedure to build join tree in background during rekey period.
create a new join tree T Join with only one new member M else
The procedure constructs the join tree and subgroup key for all the members waiting to join group. The algorithm for this mode differs from periodic refresh on how the join request is processed. Here it calls BJoin procedure insted of Join.
C. Periodic Batch
In this rekey mode both join and leave requests are processed periodicaly 2. This mode makes use of BJoin algorithm to build the join tree during the interval in the background and uses a Bleave algorithm to mark the nodes for which leave request received. The rekeying is performed only at the rekey interval. 
Algorithm 2 PeriodicBatch(T JS , T LS , Min

D. CPR: Controlled Periodic Refresh
CPR mode enables the tunable group key agreement adapt to the application class parameters. It mainly consideres the leave secrecy tolarance time and join tolarance time to decide rekey intervals. The period for join and leave can be different and can be tuned as per the application requirement. The parameters join tolerance time and leave secrecy tolerance time are used to fix this intervals. This mode makes use of BJoin algorithm to build the join tree during the interval in the background and uses a Bleave algorithm to mark the nodes for which leave request received. Bleave algorithm simply locates the particular node and sets the flag to indicate the leave request for that member.
The algorithm 3 explains the controlled periodic refresh mode. The functions related to counters are listed below.
InitatilseTimers() off JC, off LC, on MC ResetTimers() off JC, off LC, on MC ResetJtimers() off JC, off MC ResetLtimers() off LC, off MC The function rekey join combines the join tree with main tree. It then constructs the ACA tree with leave tree. The leave tree has members which are scheduled to leave in next rekey period. At the rekey interval the rekey leave remove marked nodes from leave tree and then, batch move all the nodes scheduled to leave in next rekey period to leave tree from main tree and refresh main tree. The function rekey first remove all multi home nodes from leave tree and make a leave tree as explained above and then constructs a ACA tree. 
Algorithm 3 CPR(T JS , T LS , M inT ri, M axT ri)
E. Periodic batch leave
The join request are processed immediately while the leave request are processed in a batch. The leaving members are moved to the leave tree in the previous rekey interval. At the end of the current rekey interval all the members are removed by removing the leave tree. It results in removing the share of all the leaving members.The algorithm for this mode differs from periodic refresh on how the leave request is processed. Here it calls Bleave procedure insted of Leave.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND SIMULATION
RESULTS
In this section we first look at performance evaluation of few procedures. Then we discuss security properties of tunable group key agreement algorithm. Finally we discuss the results of the simulation experiment we conducted. Theoretical analysis shows that for any tree based contributory scheme the lower bound of the worst case cost is log(n) rounds of 2 party DH for join and leave [14] . The delay associated with IGDH is C mcast + 2C comp . The delay associated with combine(T) can be upper bounded by log(n) in all situations. The total communication cost can be upper bounded by 2(k − 1)C multicast in all situations. Consider the situation That size(T ) = n. So for all i Size(T i ) = 1. Then computation cost can be upper bounded by n(log(n) + 2)C comp Security properties: Let us first consider the join secrecy. When a user wants to join the group it selects a secret share n. It gets the blinded keys on its co path and then it can compute all the secret keys on its key path using its own secret share and blinded keys on the co path. So all these secret keys contains new members share. Hence the new member cannot derive any previous keys. Now for leave secrecy also similar treatment. When a member leaves the group all the keys on m's key path will be updated to remove M's share. So M knows only at most all blinded keys and using that it cannot derive future group key.
Simulation results: We have conducted a simulation experiment to test the correctness of the tree structure and basic algorithms. We have carried out the simulation of periodic refresh, periodic batch and controlled periodic refresh mode. The simulation results are given below in terms of graphs. The group size is A * T s , where, A is average arrival rate and T s is average staying period. Members join the group according to a Poisson process. Figure 9 (a) compares the number of messages required for join event in periodic refresh mode, batch mode and CPR mode. It clearly shows that the number of messages required for CPR mode are less than periodic refresh mode. The batch mode and CPR mode performance is O (1) . Similarly Figure  9 (b) depicts number of messages required for leave operation for three modes. In this case CPR mode outperforms other two modes. In case of refresh there is no significant increase in requirement of number of messages. Number of exponential operations required for join operation in all three modes are shown in Figure 10 . 
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we presented and successfully demonstrated that the approach of allowing delays for users joining or leaving the group, which results in relaxing security constraints permissible to applications, can be used for tunable group key agreement. The concept of application class awareness is presented in this paper. The novel tree structure enables the group key agreement algorithm to make use of application class parameters to adapt itself using one of the rekeying modes. TGKA also achieves proactive security by refreshing the group key even without membership change events. Mainly to limit the amount of available ciphertext encrypted with the same key. The simulation results clearly show that controlled periodic refresh mode outperforms other two modes. We have implemented tunable group key agreement using spread toolkit and performing various experiments. We are also working on tunable group key agreement middleware and performance analysis of tunable group key agreement in various applications.
